
 ABOUT THE CLIENT 
Industry: 

Right-of-way Equipment
Land Clearing Equipment

Tree Care Equipment

Location:
St. Peter, Minnesota

THE BUSINESS CHALLENGE:   
Jarraff Industries was looking to source two very large and complex weldment frames from 
their current supplier due to challenges with communication, on-time delivery, and overall 
quality concerns. 

The two main products that Jarraff Industries makes are the Jarraff All-Terrain Tree Trimmer 
and the LineBacker Brush Cutter. Both units have very large weldment frames that the entire 
unit is built on. Quality and durability are the cornerstones of all Jarraff products, and these 
frames have to be built right and tough. 

Moving the frames to a new supplier was a large commitment due to the complexity and 
importance of the parts to the success of Jarraff. They needed a manufacturing partner with 
a wide range of capabilities and the capacity to produce the critical LineBacker and Jarraff 
frames. The ability to find a fully integrated contract manufacturing company to make steel 
frames in excess of 4,800 pounds and nearly 24 feet long was a daunting task.

Founded in 1979, Jarraff Industries 
provides high-quality, specialized 

right-of-way maintenance, land 
clearing, and tree care equipment 
worldwide. Its customers include 

contractors, utility companies, tree 
care companies, as well as state 

and local governments. Jarraff 
Industries is a certified woman-
owned business, and they pride 

themselves on their passion, 
innovation, and the value they 

bring to their customers.

www.jarraff.com
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THE SOLUTION:
Jarraff requested quotes from a variety of contract manufacturing 
companies. Lou-Rich was already producing some small parts for 
Jarraff with great success and was included in their search.

Members from the Lou-Rich team traveled on-site to Jarraff’s 
manufacturing facility to learn about the current manufacturing 
process for the LineBacker and Jarraff frames. After analyzing the 
design, Lou-Rich collaborated with Jarraff’s engineers and suggested 
design changes that would reduce cost without sacrificing 
performance or quality.

“In my mind, Lou-Rich is looking to form a partnership with 
customers, whereas with other suppliers or people we’ve done 
previous work with, it’s more of a transactional relationship.” stated 
Meghan Strait, Director of Operations for Jarraff Industries.

Once Jarraff notified Lou-Rich that they were the supplier of choice 
for the frames, Lou-Rich expanded their capabilities and made 
a significant infrastructure investment in preparation for their 
partnership with Jarraff Industries. Lou-Rich acquired the necessary 
material handling equipment needed to maneuver such large 
weldments. To ensure each frame fit together perfectly, Lou-Rich 
designed and built several robust weld and assembly fixtures. All 
of that work was done in-house at Lou-Rich by seasoned tool & die 
builders. 
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“What attracted us most to Lou-Rich 
was when we saw the quality of their 
work. If there is an issue with how to 
build a part, they’re going to find a 
way to get it done.” 
Jeramiah Williams – Supply Chain Manager

Jarraff Frame - 24 Feet and 4,800 lbs.

Custom fixture to ensure a perfect fit



 

THE RESULTS:
While the effort to change suppliers was a difficult task due to the 
complexity and importance of the parts, choosing Lou-Rich was a 
much easier decision. Lou-Rich had all the value-added services 
needed to take on Jarraff’s large project. Not only was Lou-Rich able 
to manufacture the large weldments and provide design changes 
for cost-effective manufacturability, but they also had the quality, 
communication, and responsiveness that Jarraff was looking for. In 
addition to providing a better manufacturing experience, Lou-Rich 
and Jarraff created a trusted partnership.

“We don’t struggle with fitment issues anymore, where it used to be 
a struggle on every Jarraff. It’s a mutual partnership, and it’s a great 
fit. The location is local, and it’s been an easy relationship to grow 
with,” stated Meghan Strait.
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“In my mind, Lou-Rich is looking to 
form a partnership with customers, 
whereas with other suppliers or 
people we’ve done previous work 
with, it’s more of a transactional 
relationship.” 
Meghan Strait – Director of Operations

Jarraff All-Terrain Tree Trimmer

LineBacker Brush Cutter


